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ISOSPIN VIOLATION IN PION PRODUCTION�J.A. NiskanenDepartment of Physis, University of HelsinkiP.O. Box 9, FIN�00014, Finland(Reeived June 6, 2000)The harge symmetry breaking forward-bakward asymmetry of theross setion in np ! d�0 is disussed near threshold. Among standardsoures of isospin breaking the mixing of the � and � mesons shows up asstrongly dominant at these energies. This ontrasts elasti np satteringor np ! d�0 in the � region, where other mehanisms dominate. How-ever, QCD based e�etive �eld theory suggests an even more importantsymmetry breaking mehanism.PACS numbers: 11.30.Hv, 24.80.D, 25.40.Qa1. IntrodutionCharge symmetry is the best known and most aurate �avour symmetry,a property of quarks. However, it is broken also in strong interation, notonly eletromagneti, and this breaking (CSB) may have potential use intesting our urrent understanding of QCD. It has been studied for deadesin the mirror systems nn vs pp using low-energy NN sattering and mirrornulei [1, 2℄. However, here the responsible interation, proportional to thetotal isospin operator �10 + �20, ats only in isospin one states and annothange the value of the isospin. In ontrast, a CSB fore proportional toeither �10 � �20 or (~�1 � ~�2)0 neessarily hanges the isospin and so mustat only in the np system, where both isospin zero and one are allowed.These so alled lass IV fores have three main soures, whih are roughlyequally important in elasti sattering: (i) the np-mass di�erene, (ii) �0!-meson mixing and (iii) the magneti interation of the neutron with theproton urrent. A deade ago their e�et was �rst seen experimentally asa di�erene of the neutron and proton analyzing powers �A = An � Ap inpolarized np sattering and now there are data at three di�erent energies [3℄.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2683)



2684 J.A. NiskanenClass IV fores an also show up in pioni inelastiities. Namely, isospinonserving mehanisms in NN ! d� would allow only isospin one initialstates. This sets strit onstraints to the spins and parities of the initialstates vs the angular momentum of the �nal state pion: for odd l� onlysinglet-even initial states are possible and for even l� only triplet-odd. Thisseparation of initial spins for di�erent parities leads to a symmetri unpolar-ized ross setion [4℄. Obviously a lass IV fore an generate some allowedisospin one omponent in otherwise forbidden isospin zero initial states withopposite spin-parity assignments. Then the ross setion will no more beexatly symmetri about 90Æ. This minute asymmetry in np! d�0 is beingmeasured at TRIUMF [5℄.As an interferene of opposite parity amplitudes, s- and p-wave pions,the asymmetry should vanish at threshold faster than the ross setion.However, there are experimental advantages at threshold allowing smallerrelative asymmetries to be deteted than at higher energies [5℄. Theoretiallyit is intriguing that at threshold there is less anellation of possible ��mixing e�ets than at higher energies studied in Ref. [6℄ suggesting thismixing as dominant. This talk disusses preditions for the asymmetry inthe threshold region where the experiment is performed. A more detailedaount an be found in [7℄.Normally the CSB e�ets are very small, the sale being of the relative npmass di�erene. However, in QCD the mass di�erene of the u and d quarksis not small ompared to their urrent masses. QCD based e�etive �eldtheory suggests an isospin symmetry violating part due to this di�erene inpion-nuleon sattering [8℄. The in�uene of this term in pion produtionand its possibly important impliations are also shortly disussed.2. TheoryA standard soure of the lass IV fore, dominant in np elasti sat-tering experiments above pion threshold so far, is the np mass di�erenein pion exhange. Taking this into aount in the pion-nuleon vertex thenonrelativisti oupling beomesH�NN = �f� h~� � r ~� � ~� + Æ ~� � r�0 + Æ ~� � (~p+ ~p0)(~� � ~�)0i (1)with Æ = (Mn�Mp)=(Mn+Mp). Here the �rst term is the normal isosalarinteration giving rise to the standard OPE potential. The initial and �nalmomenta ~p and ~p0 operate on nuleons and r on the pion �eld assumed aplane wave. The latter two isovetor terms give rise to a CSB potential of



Isospin Violation in Pion Prodution 2685the form (using the usual notations of the literature [6℄)VÆ = Æ f24� �3 ;n(~�1 + ~�2)0[S12VT (�r) + ~�1 � ~�2VC(�r)℄�6(~�1 � ~�2)0(~�1 � ~�2) � ~LVLS(�r)o : (2)The �rst part onserves the isospin, while the latter term hanges boththe spin and isospin, i.e. it ouples the two possible spins for a given L = Jpartial wave. This soure of isospin breaking in the present reation is shownin Figs. 1a, b.
Fig. 1. Isospin breaking mehanisms in np ! d�0: isospin mixings in the initialstate due to mass di�erene Æ dependent potentials (a�d), CSB prodution verties(e and f) and transition potential due to �� mixing (g). CSB verties are denotedby a ross or box.In pion physis the oupling of the pion and nuleon to the �(1232)resonane is always essential. As above for nuleons, one gets an isovetortransition potential from the mass di�erenes (also between di�erent hargestates of the �, Figs. 1,d)V trÆ (OPE) = Æff�4� �3 nT10 [SII12 VT (�r) + ~S1 � ~�2 VC(�r)℄� 6(~T1 � ~�2)0 (~S1 � ~�2) � ~LVLS(�r)o+ (1$ 2): (3)Here the transition spin (isospin) ~S (~T ) hanges spin (isospin) 12 partiles tothose with 32 [9℄. The mass di�erene between onseutive harge states ofthe � has been assumed to be the same as for the nuleons. In the tensoroperator SII12 one spin operator has been replaed by the relevant transitionspin operator. Contrary to the ase of the NN interation, now also the�rst term in (3) an ause a transition from an isospin zero NN state to anintermediate �N state whih an partiipate in pion prodution.In addition to isospin mixing in the initial np state, the pion oupling (1)gives a possibility for isospin breaking also in the �nal pion produing vertex



2686 J.A. Niskanen(Fig. 1e). Namely the middle term is in form equivalent to an isosalar mesonprodution operator and so there is a �nite amplitude of diret transitionfrom an initial isospin zero state to the deuteron state plus a pion.Analogously with the above e�etive isosalar meson oupling, also pro-dution of �rst a true o�-shell isosalar pseudosalar meson (� or �0) ispossible with its subsequent transformation into a pion, beause there isa nonvanishing mixing between the � and � mesons [10℄ (Fig. 1f). Theoupling of pions to nuleons via this mehanism is of the formHprod�� = � f�� h�jHj�i�2 � �2 ~� � r�0: (4)Using the mixing matrix h�jHj�i = �5900MeV2 [10℄ and the �NN ouplingG2�=4� = 3:68 [11℄ with f� = G��=2M it an easily be seen that the strengthof this ontribution should be about 15 times larger than the isosalar ou-pling of the pion from the np mass di�erene in Eq. (1). So one wouldexpet this to be a very important e�et whih is further enhaned by the�0 meson mixing with the mixing matrix element �5500 MeV2 [10℄. (Theoupling of the �0 to the nuleon is taken to be the same.)In the NN setor �� mixing annot mix isospins, but it an produe anNN ! �N transition potential, whih an at also in isospin zero initialstates (Fig. 1g). Due to the rather strong e�etive oupling seen above, alsothis should have a signi�ant e�et in pion prodution. In the � region,however, the two di�erent ��-mixing ontributions tend to anel to a largeextent [6℄.There are great unertainties in the �NN and �0NN oupling strengths.Muh smaller values are also quoted from pion photoprodution [12℄ anda sensitive probe for this oupling is desirable to larify the situation. Thevalue used above is obtained in a meson exhange NN potential model �t toelasti NN sattering and is onsistent with the range 2�7 given in variousversions of the Bonn potentials [13℄. Another unertainty is related to aontroversy of o�-shell �!-meson mixing and is not onsidered here.In alulations of the above mehanisms also pion s-wave resatteringfrom the seond nuleon is taken into aount in prodution, but no isospinviolation has been assoiated with �N sattering. However, QCD via ef-fetive �eld theory indiates that there is a low-energy isospin asymmetryviolation arising from the up and down quark mass di�erene, whih an bedesribed as [8℄ H(1)qm = �ÆmN2 ��0 � 2DF 2� �0~� � ~�� ; (5)where F� = 186 MeV is the pion deay onstant, D = 1 + �2=F 2� and ÆmNis the quark mass di�erene ontribution to the nuleon mass splitting typ-



Isospin Violation in Pion Prodution 2687ially estimated to be of the order of 3-4 MeV. Here the seond term wouldontribute to pion prodution as isospin symmetry violating resattering o�the seond nuleon. One may note that the strength of this term in the�N interation is omparable to the strength of the standard hirally sup-pressed isosalar sattering at threshold. By its very size this new term isthen of great interest for the potential suess of experiments. Even moreimportantly, this term is rather an automati onsequene of QCD in e�e-tive �eld theories and has even less unertainty in its parameters than theabove disussed �N oupling onstant. So the measurement of CSB in pionprodution an be an essential test of these theories, if for some reason thisnew e�et is not dwarfed by the �� mixing.3. Results and onlusionThe quantity of experimental interest here is the integrated forward-bakward asymmetry divided by the total reation ross setionAfb � �=2Z0 [�(�)� �(� � �)℄ sin �d�, �Z0 �(�) sin �d�: (6)Here the angle is the CM angle between the deteted deuteron and inidentneutron diretions. The results are shown in Fig. 2 at the energy 279.5 MeVof the TRIUMF experiment [5℄. The two dotted urves show the e�etsdue to the np (and the �) mass di�erenes, while the larger �� mixingontributions are given by the dashed urves. The ontributions from theprodution verties and meson exhange potentials are separated. The total

Fig. 2. Contributions dependent on the relative mass di�erene Æ (dotted) andmeson mixing h�jH j�i (dashed) to the total integrated forward�bakward asym-metry (solid). The �data� point expresses the energy and expeted error of theexperiment [5℄.



2688 J.A. Niskanensum is the solid urve. In omparison to meson mixing the mass di�erenee�et is hopelessly small, but if the �NN oupling is as large as used hereits e�et ould be seen in the experiment.However, the isospin onserving reation is dominated by s-wave �Nresattering at threshold and so the expliit CSB ontribution suggestedin [8℄ must also be onsidered. A preliminary alulation [14℄ indiates itse�et to be 3�4 times the size of the total �� mixing e�et making it byfar the dominant mehanism. It is unlikely that any reasonable �N ou-pling onstant alone ould make the onventional hadron level mehanismompetitive.Also one might note that the � and �!-mixing e�ets as well as the ele-tromagneti interation are probably signi�antly smaller than �� mixingor the above QCD e�et at threshold. They tend to be in the same order ofmagnitude as the pion e�ets. As a summary, it is likely that CSB thresh-old prodution is strongly dominated either by �� mixing or the quark massdi�erene e�et in �N resattering. In either ase CSB measurements havea great potential of yielding important information on very basi physis.I thank U. van Kolk and G.A. Miller for ommuniations. This workwas partly supported by the Aademy of Finland and the Finnish Aademyof Siene and Letters via the Vilho, Yrjö and Kalle Väisälä Foundation.REFERENCES[1℄ G.A. Miller, B.M.K. Nefkens, I. Slaus, Phys. Rep. C194, 1 (1990).[2℄ G.A. Miller, W.T.H. Van Oers, in Fundamental Symmetries, edited byW.C. Haxton and E.M. Henley, World Sienti�, Singapore 1995, p. 127.[3℄ R. Abegg et al., Phys. Rev. D39, 2464 (1989); S.E. Vigdor et al., Phys. Rev.C46, 410 (1992); J. Zhao et al., Phys. Rev. C57, 2126 (1998).[4℄ S. Barshay, G.M. Temmer, Phys. Lett. 12, 728 (1964).[5℄ TRIUMF experiment E704, spokespersons A.K. Opper and E. Korkmaz.[6℄ J.A. Niskanen, M. Sebestyen, A.W. Thomas, Phys. Rev. C38, 838 (1988).[7℄ J.A. Niskanen, Few-Body Systems 26, 241 (1999).[8℄ U. van Kolk, Ph.D. dissertation, U. of Texas, 1993; Few-Body Systems Suppl.9, 444 (1995).[9℄ G.E. Brown, W. Weise, Phys. Rep. C22, 279 (1975).[10℄ S.A. Coon, et al., Phys. Rev. D34, 2784 (1986).[11℄ O. Dumbrajs et al., Nul. Phys. B216, 277 (1983).[12℄ L. Tiator et al., Nul. Phys. A580, 455 (1994).[13℄ C. Elster, R. Mahleidt, K. Holinde, Phys. Rep. C149, 1 (1987); R. Mahleidt,Adv. Nul. Phys. 19, 189 (1989).[14℄ U. van Kolk, G.A. Miller, J.A. Niskanen, work in progress.


